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WEALTH ADVISOR PROGRAM 

Expanding Your Value – The NextGen Practice™ 
 

 

            Our program equips Wealth Advisors to successfully retain client-families, differentiate themselves in the market 
            place, and attract new client-families. Given the following statistics, there is a lot at stake for Advisors and their respective 
            firms over the coming years; therefore, it is imperative to be proactively prepared to capitalize on this significant wealth 
            transfer opportunity.  
 

 41 trillion dollars will be transferred to the next generation by 2052. 
 70% of a family’s wealth does not make it past the second generation. 
 80%-90% of heirs reject their parents’ financial advisors soon after receiving their inheritance. 

 
  More specifically, this program ensures Wealth Advisors have the competence and confidence necessary to expand their 
  client-relationships across the generations by focusing on how to prepare their client-families for their assets, build 
  relationships with the next generation, and have more meaningful wealth conversations with their client-families. To this 
  end, our program enables Advisors to evolve from a Trusted Advisor to the Family’s Trusted Advisor. 

 
            Research has found that most of the learning that takes place in a workshop will not be effectively utilized unless there is 
            ongoing coaching post-workshop to reinforce the learning. This is why we integrated phone coaching and strategy 
            sessions into this Advisor program. In addition, we know that some of the best learning takes place when Advisors discuss 
            challenges and success stories with their peers; thus, we integrate peer-learning and practical examples into our training 
            model that can be immediately implemented with clients. 

 
            This Advisor program consists of three one-day workshops, each building upon the prior, plus small-group phone coaching 
            sessions. Our clients have the choice to engage Legacy Capitals to deliver the entire three-workshop program 
            or just one or two of the workshops.  
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CE Credits 
Advisors who complete this program will earn a total of 21 CFP, 16 CPWA, 16 CIMA, and 16 CIMC CE credits.                    
   
Program Requirements 
To maximize learning, we recommend a minimum of 20 and a maximum of 35 Advisors, and Advisors have clients with 5MM+ AUM. 
 
 

To discuss this program with one of our Legacy Capitals’ professionals, please call 609.917.0161. 

#1 Practice Management: 
Pregame Strategy™ 

#2 Advisor Development: 
Skills and Drills™ 

#3: Client Engagement: 
Game Time™ 


